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Abstract 

This project is a hands on way to use arduino based technology to create pieces of art that can communicate 
simple messages. The original project was done with kids as young as 7 participating, and then placed throughout 
mainstreet Greenville SC. The project involved discussions about computers and messages in public space and how 
media impacts communication. This workshop will go through the techniques to use basic coding skills in the 
Arduino coding environment to manipulate 16x32 RGB light boards. These light boards are able to create "pixel art" 
simple phrases, and sequences. This workshop will go through the process start to finish to create working "light 
blocks" Discussion of how to acquire and use these materials, and how this project might be contextualized will also 
be part of the workshop. 

 
Light Blocks  

Presentation and Resource Links:  
 
https://my.visme.co/projects/x4ypgyxn-light-blocks-final 
https://learn.adafruit.com/32x16-32x32-rgb-led-matrix/how-the-matrix-works?view=all 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3w__itBuJqjTTJCRnJxeEpfRkU  
 

Light Blocks Instructional Material 
 The Light Blocks instructional material has been created with the intent helping learners create their own 
light blocks in the context of their local communities while also connecting to a global one. The structure of the 
learning material leans heavily on situated cognition theory, CIP and Schema theory while borrowing elements from 
Gagné and constructivist thought as well.  
 The presentation starts out with the title a STEM and Arts community project. This introduction sets the 
framework that is a learning module to be worked with within a community context. The 2nd slide creates the 
context in which one community has been formed, around the learning of certain skills, soldering and programming 
and sharing and an example of a community of practice that has executed this project. The subsequent slide 
introduces the four areas in which the knowledge being communicated will fall into. This facilitates the building of 
schemas that are being built upon. These areas are all linked to one another by icons in the upper right corner on the 
instructional slides, which facilitates the learner going through the areas at their own pace and construct their own 
experience of the information. The information provided upon the slides gives the most important information to be 
communicated often with visual forms aiding. Each of these forms are linked to further more in depth information or 
in the case of equipment that may not be on hand, a link to where it may be sourced. The final slide gives a link to a 
forum where interaction between new learners and learners in the greater community can be fostered.  

 Each of the four areas, Team, Hardware, Programming and Sharing are structured in a way to help build 
upon themselves. By utilizing visuals with chucks of information in conjunction with graphics that can help memory 
encoding CIP instruction suggests (Driscoll, 2005, p. 105)  Within each of these chucks of information there are also 
options. With the options the learners must analyze the information and process which direction would be most 
appropriate and impactful for them. They are able to construct their own path to their learning that will help suit 
them best. By having multiple options to learn a concrete skill such as soldering. Either by engaging with the written 
comic book text with illustrations or by watching the provided video, or both, learners are able to utilize the tools at 
their disposal for the best learning outcomes that work for them. This blend between constructivist and CIP models 
is particularly suited for this type of project that has a lot of hands on learning skills but is being transferred via 
electronic means. By providing structured options but freedom to construct within the options, learners are able to 
take more of an active role in their skill transfer.  

Schema, and Interactional Theories of Learning are also at play. The learning module is designed to help 
learners build knowledge within certain schemas such as programming and hardware. By Introducing concepts that 



build on themselves in relationships such as Arduino IDE is a place to program, this programming relates to the 
hardware as controller, libraries within the IDE are control factors that can build on themselves. Through seeing and 
trying out examples that build on themselves learners are able to build a greater understanding of how these pieces 
of information fit together extending their capabilities. By introducing different tools and approaches in steps such 
as first coding pixel by pixel, and using virtual graph paper as a tool to help do this to then accessing more complex 
but related code housed within the library this has established a scaffolding as described by Driscoll (2005, p. 145)  
By working with the tools available to them and with the established forum and within groups the learners are able 
to extend their abilities within their zone of proximal development. Even if the partners are working asynchronously 
through these tools the learners are still able to support each other in this learning and progression.  

Situated Cognition and Gagné are also heavily drawn on in the development of this instructional material. 
From the outset, the instruction is framed within a community context. This shows a community of learning that has 
been established and created a way to execute the project but invites the learner to journey from the boundary to an 
insider. By setting up the initial expectation and attention gaining event of the initial video, learners can perceive 
what type of community project they are engaging in. With encouragement to find a teammate, share their code on 
codebender.cc, engage in the learning forum and in the greater community. The learner through practice can make 
steps in that journey. With references to the iT2Pi organization (www.it2pi.org) throughout the presentation, as well 
as the Adafruit community such in the programming sections (Burgess, 2016)  as well as the learning facilitator 
there are multiple options in which the learner is able to engage and progress within the Light Blocks community.  

 Through the structure of  the lesson with the introduction with a video, attention gaining event, overview 
slide, informing of objective, team building slide eliciting prior memories, presentation of content through hardware 
and programming sections, and eliciting of performance through the sharing section with feedback encouraged from 
the community here as well and in the learning forum. Several of Gagné’s events for instruction are drawn upon. 
While not all events are incorporated, there is room for the remainder if the learning facilitator and learner wish to 
continue to with engaging and feedback and refining. With the structure of these events within the situated learning 
context, it is hopeful that the learner and facilitator will be motivated to continue with reinforcement, performance 
assessment and suggestions for enhancement. Through these events the Light Blocks project can continue to 
progress, grow and thrive within these communities and beyond.  
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Additional Trainer Notes 
 
In execution, try to draw examples from personal experience of the relevance of the skills being learned. By learning 
the basics of programming and soldering a whole new world of DIY electronics is being opened. How has that 
effected you personally or how could you imagine it effecting you?  
 
Echo the concrete skills that are being acquired, basic soldering, knowledge or microcontrollers and basic 
programming skills and structure.  
 
When working in classroom environments if possible try to have all machines on the same OS, if possible have the 
Arduino IDE and Libraries installed prior to instruction. This can sometimes cause confusion.  
 



Wiring of the microcontroller (Diavolino or Uno) can also be somewhat tedious and confusing make sure to allocate 
additional time for troubleshooting this lesson. Keep in mind that the backpacks allow you to skip this step.  
 
Encourage students to develop their voice with their project. Discuss how context could effect the content, also how 
the medium of short, bright, animated loops either focus or limit the messages that are able to be communicated via 
the medium.  
 
Look at other artists such as Jenny Holzer 
(https://www.google.com/search?q=jenny+holzer&espv=2&biw=1890&bih=912&site=webhp&source=lnms&tbm=
isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjHpuefjZzLAhWIQyYKHeIlAxEQ_AUIBigB#tbm=isch&q=jenny+holzer+led) 
 
Joe O’Connell 
http://api.ning.com/files/n6JmThHrscYkbndI9*hqwqvwwCcMy97L9RTWCpshr7rKVFd7Sd-o2MxGyvue0i-
6GFTDgSftCFR8aHZNroAA0TYp9svxfHSP/joeoconnellblessinghancock1.png 
 
http://creativemachines.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/13_Brilliance.jpg 
 
http://creativemachines.com/sculpture/brilliance 
 
and Barbra Kruger’s Installation work  
https://www.google.com/search?q=joe+o%27connell&espv=2&biw=1890&bih=912&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=
X&ved=0ahUKEwi07a-gjpzLAhUIRiYKHSdKAA8Q_AUIBygC#tbm=isch&q=Barbra+Kruger+installation 
 
Discuss how this project is similar, and how it differs. Ask participants to reflect upon how they see themselves in 
this global context.  
 


